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MEN
Remarks:
1
Surnames in alphabetical order according to the final entry list.
Additional individual competitors will be marked with an "X" in the first column.
An "L" has to be inserted in this column for left handed shooters.
A separate form has to be filled in for a second team of a nation; it will be considered
as a separate team.
2

The team captain will fill in in which of the 6 starting groups the respective competitor
wants to be entered in. He has to fill in the appropriate starting group number (1 - 6)
separated for shooting and throwing. Teams with less than 6 competitors may also
choose between 6 starting groups!
Individual competitors starting additionally to the team will be included in a separated
starting group by the organiser.

3

Results according the official Military Pentathlon "Ranking List".
If a competitor has no result from the ranking list, it will be filled in by the team captain.
WOMEN

Remarks:
1
Surnames in alphabetical order according to the final entry list.
Additional individual competitors will be marked with an "X" in the first column.
An "L" has to be inserted in this column for left handed shooters.
A separate form has to be filled in for a second team of a nation; it will be considered
as a separate team.
2

The team captain will fill in in which of the 4 starting groups the respective competitor
wants to be entered in. He has to fill in the appropriate starting group number (1 - 4)
separated for shooting and throwing. Teams with less than 4 competitors may also
choose between 4 starting groups!
Individual competitors starting additionally to the team will be included in a separated
starting group by the organiser.

3

Results according the official Military Pentathlon "Ranking List".
If a competitor has no result from the ranking list, it will be filled in by the team captain.

In case of a misspelled name, the team captain is responsible to inform the organiser by
means of showing the passport and allowing the organiser to make a copy.
The organiser is responsible to make the latest edition of the “Ranking List” available at
the check-in.

